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Throughout history, many civilizations had used and have been using metals in their daily lives.
They use metal as decorations or ornaments, sometimes as dinnerware, even for warfare. If there is
one unique metal in particular that stands the test of time even until today, it is brass.

Brass is an alloy or metallic combination of copper and zinc that has been manufactured for
thousands of years. Some metallic elements are joined together to produce stronger, more durable
alloys compared with the separate basic ones. Basic brass has roughly 33% zinc and 67% copper,
tougher and stronger than the latter though not as tough as steel.

Brass is commonly gold-like in appearance though it can be more yellowish if it has more zinc.
Brass is now more main stream with its various uses and characteristics in many nations throughout
the world. The kind of brass to be used depends on the purpose, some of which call for stronger,
more resistant kinds. Explore a few common uses of brass, and see how they play a virtually
valuable role in societies of today.

Residential

Doorknobs and other door handles are typically made of brass, probably being the most practical
material that can also last long. Some household items like big, antique clocks and mirrors use
brass. Brass spoons and forks, napkin rings, trays, and wine chillers also adorn dining rooms and
kitchens, whether or not there is a special occasion. In spite of other metallic or even plastic options
for utensils and tableware, brass remains a popular choice alloy in many homes.

Commercial

A brass supplier can also make wind musical instruments such as trombones, trumpets, and
saxophones. Because zinc is highly impervious to rust, other suppliers also use this alloy as pipes
for plumbing. Many jewelry stores commission suppliers to manipulate brass for necklaces or
bracelets.

Industrial

Specialized manufacturers purchase the alloy from sheet brass suppliers to create industrial boilers
and heat exchangers for large-scale use. Being a good conductor of electricity like any other metal,
brass is typically utilized as wires for electronic or electrical devices like speakers and power drills
respectively. Cars and trucks have radiators designed using brass as well for its resistance to
corrosion.

In conclusion, brass is seen to have more varied and frequent uses for years to come. With brass
suppliers around, there can be enough of this ubiquitous alloy to benefit everybody. You can read
more about brass and its uses on ehow.com/list_6387416_uses-brass-alloy.html and
wisegeek.com/what-is-brass.htm.
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For more details, search a brass supplier, a sheet brass suppliers and a brass suppliers in Google.
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